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         is better to have a reliable
vehicle, but parking is expensive,
so it's better to share a car!

Traditional carpooling doesn't always meet
the needs in terms of routes, especially
since airports are often located outside of
cities.

Public transportation is good but expensive
and not always suitable for luggage or
timetables are awkward. 
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WELCOME TO FLYPOOL
Carpooling to or from an airport



HOW DOES
 IT WORK ?
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A mobile application + a multilingual website
Plans your trips in advance or find a carpool at the last minute
Submit a proposal as a driver detailing your route and availability 
Search according to your criteria and get in touch with other travelers 
Secure space: official documents required to obtain a verified profile
All 100% free for users  
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The
concept

FLYPoint

1 - Earn Flypoints as a driver, 

2 - Pay for your trips with Flypoints as a
passenger, 

3 - Offer Flypoints to your employees to
enable them to carpool !

Virtual currency used on Flypool
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the utility of
FLYPoint

Exchange them for vouchers
and discounts usable in or
near the airport. 

Order discounted items online

Spend FlyPoints on the FlyStore :

   Out of FlyPoints ? 

Wait for the monthly renewal

of points offered by the

employer, 

Make a donation to FlyPool to

recharge your points account, 

Refer friends to FlyPool, 

Watch advertisements.
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THE FLYSTORE : INTRODUCTION
The FlyStore is the e-commerce site associated with
FlyPool, allowing our users and partners to fully enjoy
their FlyPoints by accessing a selection of varied
products and services.

For example, a user can spend 300 FlyPoints to unlock
a 20% discount at the restaurant at the airport
entrance, and 1500 FlyPoints + €3 to buy a reusable
water bottle on the FlyStore, whose real value is €20.



the founder

Mathieu Burthey
CEO 
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The founder, himself French, is a seasoned
globetrotter and digital nomad for years. He
brings a global perspective to the company.
The technical team is multilingual, composed of
talents from around the world, including Europe,
Asia, Africa, and America. This cultural and
linguistic diversity enriches our approach and
our ability to meet the needs of our users on an
international scale. 



the ambassadors

ambassador
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Around the world, FlyPool ambassadors
have the role of promoting the application,
to airports, companies around airports,
institutions, and communities, not to
mention users. 

They are independent workers who
advocate for a greener planet and are
committed to promoting the era of
"traveling differently." You benefit from a
unique contact person attached to the
airport you depend on. 



THE BENEFITS OF Flypool
less expenses for transportation or shared
expenses,

Use of FlyPoints in the FlyStore: vouchers in
partner stores, discounts and reductions on
products from the store,

Ecological impact: fewer daily CO2 emissions,

Engagement with an NGO: we are partners with
NGOs, and users can choose to donate their
FlyPoints to them. 

FOR USERS



Les avantages de Flypool
We allow them to register their employees and
provide them with a free balance of FlyPoints
credited every month to their account, 

They have the opportunity to spend these FlyPoints
on carpooling or directly on the FlyStore,

Companies get involved in a real societal approach
by improving the purchasing power of their
employees,

Elles améliorent leur image en s'engageant pour une
cause axée sur l'écologie.

for the companies like yours



A 100% FREE SOLUTION, AND WITHOUT COMMITMENT FOR
COMPANIES OR USERS.

USE AS A FREE DONATION.

Partner companies can also make donations, allowing us to
continue the FlyPool adventure that is useful to their employees.

Users can make individual donations, of a free amount, to recharge
their FlyPoints balance.



1 - Sign the FlyPool partnership charter in which we commit to being useful
to your employees every day, 

2 - Decide together on the amount and recurrence of the donation if you
want to set it up, 

3 - Provide us with the list of your employees so that our ambassador can
pre-register them on the platform, 

4 - Retrieve the FlyPool registration link to communicate it to your
employees so that they can benefit from the many proposed advantages. 
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Why and how to join FlyPool ?



Available
THANK YOU ! 

 http://www.flypool.me

 info@flypool.me

705 Route du Plan
74300 Thyez

23 Woodvale Avenue
Giffnock GLASGOW, G46RG

Registered Number : SL024140 Ecosse

register

log in
register

log in


